Introduction
Context-awareness is an essential feature for pervasive computing. It refers to as an ability to use and manipulate the circumstantial information to detect relevant situations and adapt behaviour accordingly (Springer et al., 2008) . A context-aware system should be able to capture context from heterogeneous resources and provide appropriate conclusions based on context analysis.
Designing context-aware pervasive systems is a complex task. Wei and Chan (2007) specified four basic issues the developers of context-aware systems should consider: what is the context, how to acquire it, how to represent it and how to adapt to it. Several definitions of context have been presented, e.g. in Schilit (1995) and Zimmermann (2007) . We consider context as: [. . .] any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves (Dey, 2001) .
Usually, context is divided hierarchically into levels. Low-level context provides elementary context. Higher-level context is built by applying recognition schemes or different reasoning techniques to the lower-level context. For example, from the low-level context, such as "light is on", "microphone is active" and "projector is active", we can infer a high-level context "there is a meeting in the room", which brings more valuable information for users and context-aware services.
Context acquisition, context modelling, and context reasoning form how to acquire it (context), how to represent it, and how to adapt to it issues of Wei and Chan (2007) . Context acquisition includes obtaining environmental (such as physical or social) information. These data are gathered by using physical sensors, services, manual input, and learning mechanisms. However, the obtained context is not always observable or correct, hence these imperfections should be addressed by system developers (Henricksen and Indulska, 2004) . Context acquisition usually requires complex pre-processing of signal data (such as segmentation, feature extraction, classification, and post-processing) before meaningful low-level context can be obtained. Moreover, in order to get a meaningful context, data from several sensors should be combined, this is called sensor data fusion (Nakamura et al., 2007) . To be able to use the context, it should be formally represented, that is, modelled. Wei and Chan (2007) define context modelling as "representing, structuring and organizing contextual data and relationship between them, in order to facilitate the storage and operations of them". Many studies address difficulties of mapping the context to the formal structures, such as ontologies (Cafezeiro et al., 2008; Segev and Gal, 2007) . Context reasoning techniques help to verify and validate context to support system consistency. They also allow discovering knowledge from implicit context and inferring high-level context. Finally, context reasoning can trigger system adaptation based on recognition of the context-dependent system behavioural patterns.
Besides these issues, other challenges need to be tackled, such as conflict resolution, robustness and consistency support. Conflict resolution support is necessary for highly distributed systems, where each component might be used or modified by others. Various conflict resolution mechanisms have been suggested. For instance, Park et al. (2005) considered conflict resolution as a minimization problem, Chae et al. (2007) suggested to use a weight-based resolution algorithm in conflict graph model, Capra et al. (2003) , in their turn, proposed a microeconomic sealed-bid auction mechanism. Robustness and consistency support are necessary to have a stable system. System and user decisions or actions should not transfer the system in an inconsistent state. System maintenance is another important issue. Users should be able to understand why IJPCC 7, 4 a system behaves in an unexpected way and how to correct it (Zimmermann, 2007; Hardian et al., 2008; Barkhuus and Dey, 2003; Vermeulen et al., 2010) .
An appropriate middleware would help to reduce the efforts for building context-aware systems, by dealing with the underlying infrastructure (hardware, operating systems, and so on) and providing reusable software components and application interfaces for end-applications (Mahmoud, 2004) . However, the distributed and mobile nature of pervasive systems makes it difficult to develop a general and reusable middleware solution like that.
This paper presents perception framework, a service-oriented middleware for context-aware pervasive services, facilitating their development, deployment, and maintenance. We define a pervasive service as an atomic web service, which utilizes context to provide certain functionality or response that may affect its environment. The focus of perception framework is above the low-level issues, such as hardware and technologies. That is, we assume that an underlying infrastructure, such as network connectivity and servers, already exists, so that the components of perception framework can be deployed and interact with each other.
Our framework is inspired by Kim and Choi's (2007) research. In comparison to their work, we introduce new design solutions and components. As Kim and Choi's work, our perception framework allows constructing services' application logic using rules and context. That is, it supports context-based service creation, rather than interface-based. Developers operate with elementary contexts of context ontology and create rule files describing the service logic, instead of dealing with a set of programming interfaces. Isolation of rules from compiled services allows more flexible service management, because rules can be modified without system recompilation. We do not restrict users with our own artificial language for writing rules, but use the Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [1] . Hence, there are more opportunities for service development. In other words, we provide a general reasoner. Currently, our framework supports two reasoning approaches: logic programming and production rule systems.
The contribution of our paper is two-fold: first, we introduce requirements for a generic context-aware middleware. Second, we present conceptual design, implementation, and verification of a context-aware framework, i.e. perception framework, which includes new components and simplifies the development of pervasive services. We implement our framework using RESTful approach, which enables a flexible and lightweight solution for large-scale context-aware systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and Section 3 presents requirements for a context-aware middleware. Section 4 describes an architecture and context model for perception framework, and the following section presents the design of the perception framework. Implementation and verification are provided in Section 6, and we conclude the article with discussion in Section 7.
Related work
A considerable effort has been made to support the development of context-aware applications. Different design and technology approaches have been utilized. We start our analyses from solutions implemented without using web services.
Context Toolkit (Dey, 2000) is one of the most cited works on context-aware applications development support. The toolkit consists of widgets, interpreters, aggregators and services. Widgets collect information from the environment, hiding the complexity Perception framework of gathering and managing context. Interpreters abstract low-level context into higher level forms. Aggregators collect all the context about a given entity. Services realize changes to the environment using actuators. Newberger and Dey (2003) enrich the toolkit with monitoring and control facilities. Later et al. (2005) try to overcome context ambiguity via mediation, that is, a dialogue between a user and the system. Although Context Toolkit is applicable for a wide variety of the applications, it lacks some features the large systems should possess, for instance, conflict resolution support and a formal context model.
Gaia (Román et al., 2002 ) is a metaoperating system, built as a distributed middleware infrastructure that coordinates software entities and heterogeneous networked devices of a physical space. Gaia supports the development and execution of applications for active spaces -ubiquitous computing environments in which users interact with devices and services. Gaia's context infrastructure consists of the following components: context provider gets context from sensors or other data sources, context synthesizer obtains context from context providers and derives higher-level contexts to applications -context consumers, context provider lookup service is used by context providers to advertise the context they provide, and context history component stores historical contexts. Schmidt (2002) proposes a layered architecture to synthesize context from heterogeneous sensors and equip mobile devices and surrounding environments with context-awareness. The sensor layer gathers low-level data from heterogeneous sensors. The cue layer produces cues, a cue is an abstraction from the output of a single sensor and represents a feature extracted from the sensor's data stream. The context layer aggregates the data from sensors and transforms these data into context. The scripting layer provides mechanisms to use context, by reacting to entering, leaving, and being in a context. Schmidt's research is more concentrated on low-level issues, such as context acquisition. Mitchell's (2002) work concentrates on supporting the development of mobile context-aware systems. The key concept of her framework is the context service, representing any entity that is capable of providing context to the rest of the system and represents an abstraction over the underlying infrastructure. Mitchel considers user mobility, as well as conflict resolution support, but no intelligent components for context information, like reasoners, are built in her work. Instead, she uses context translator service for transferring the context from low to high level. Shehzad et al. (2005) propose a middleware architecture for context-aware ubiquitous computing systems (CAMUS). CAMUS supports gathering context from sensors, incorporates different reasoning mechanisms for deriving the higher-level context, and delivers the appropriate contexts (or notifies about their changes) to applications. The core component of their architecture is feature extraction agent, which is a software abstraction, hiding all physical devices' communication details, specific output formats and algorithms for data processing, providing a unified manner to work with physical sensors. Context is stored in a relational DBMS. A reasoning module includes several reasoners, such as description logics, neural nets, Bayesian nets, HTN planning and fuzzy logic, which handle the facts of the repository and produce high-level contexts. CAMUS is a solid middleware, supporting basic context-awareness; however, conflict resolution and user support are not considered by this research. Korpipää (2005) presents a blackboard-based software framework for context-aware mobile systems. Context manager is the central node of this framework: it stores context IJPCC 7, 4 received from any source, and serves it to clients. Clients can query data directly or they can subscribe to various context changes. Context source connects to a data source and delivers context data to context manager. Context abstractor performs a pattern recognition process and includes either the feature extraction or the classification phase, producing human-understandable, easy to use descriptions of raw data. Change detector transforms the measured signals to events that can be utilized by applications. Application controller encapsulates the inference and activates application actions and generates system events based on the context events on behalf of applications. It subscribes from the context manager to indications about context changes. With customizer, the user can define the context-based actions a mobile application should realize at run time. In contrast to others, Korpipää presents the blackboard-based framework: components communicate via a common message board, acting like a centralized knowledge base. Bardram (2005) suggests the Java Context Awareness Framework (JCAF), which is an event-based infrastructure, where components cooperate in a loosely coupled peer-to-peer fashion. JCAF consists of the following components: context services handle the context in a specific environment, such as operating room. Context clients are context-aware applications, which access entities' context, either following the request-response schema or by subscribing as an entity listener, listening to changes of specific entities. Context monitor provides the context information by cooperating with some kinds of sensing devices. Context actuator works together with one or more actuators to affect or change the context. Remote communication is implemented with Java RMI. JCAF handles security issues. Zimmermann (2007) emphasizes the importance of end-user involvement in maintanance of ubiquitous systems, such as how to correct system behaviour if something goes wrong. His architecture is layered: sensor layer is responsible for raw data acquisition from distributed sensors, abstraction and fusion; semantic layer defines the context model of an application and augments the sensor layer's value vectors with application semantics; control layer encodes the behaviour of a context-aware application. Application adaptation is realized by triggering, filtering, and execution engines; actuator layer handles the connection back to the environment by mapping the decisions taken by the control layer to real-world actions.
Also some web service-oriented systems have been proposed for pervasive applications development. Keidl and Kemper (2004) present a context framework, facilitating the development and deployment of context-aware adaptable web services. They suggest to exchange context information within SOAP message headers. Although the framework does not address issues discussed above, it provides a stable solution for context exchange.
CoWSAMI middleware facilitates context-awareness in open ambient intelligence environments (Athanasopoulos et al., 2008) . This middleware facilitates the provision of context sources dynamically as they become available, for instance, when a user changes the location. This work utilizes web services as the interfaces to context sources and dynamically updatable relational views for storing, aggregating and interpreting context. Context rules provide mappings specifying how to populate context relations with respect to different context sources. Kim and Choi (2007) present SOA middleware to context-aware applications for acquiring, interpreting, processing and transferring context. Their framework consists Perception framework of context provider services, context aggregator service, context observer service, context discovery service, context ontology reasoner service and context query service. The context model is presented as an ontology and communication between components has context-oriented nature, rather than interface-based. This middleware seems to be general and suitable for a wide variety of applications.
These frameworks provided by the research community are starting to provide also high-level functionality, such as consistency support and control and manipulation tools for users (Dey and Mankoff, 2005; Korpipää, 2005; Zimmermann, 2007) . Moreover, they are becoming more loosely coupled. Both our system and the systems described in this section provide the support to build pervasive systems. Some research works provide stronger support for low-level context acquisition tasks, such as Schmidt (2002) , others more concentrate on user support like Zimmermann (2007) . However, some suggestions (Dey, 2000; Bardram, 2005) lack essential functionality, such as conflict resolution support or history management. Conceptually, perception framework resembles these solutions. However, to the best of our knowledge, only in perception framework, a service developer can define service-specific adaptation in several RIF compliant rule languages. Context reasoning has very advanced support in Shehzad et al. (2005) and Athanasopoulos et al. (2008) . Perception framework does not yet provide such a variety of reasoning functionality; currently, it implements only a rule-based inference. Related work proposes different approaches to context modelling, such as first-order logic (Román et al., 2002) , ontology modelling (Kim and Choi, 2007; Shehzad et al., 2005; Korpipää, 2005) , object-oriented approach (Mitchell, 2002; Bardram, 2005) , and descriptive attributes or key-value pairs approach (Zimmermann, 2007; Dey, 2000; Schmidt, 2002; Keidl and Kemper, 2004) . Perception framework utilizes the ontology context model approach. As Zimmermann (2007) , we address maintenance issues as well, although at the current stage, our framework provides no complete support. Currently, only service developers can modify the behavior of their services by looking at their reasoning behavior.
Our work is inspired by Kim and Choi (2007) research and the architectural solution for perception framework resembles theirs. However, the implementation and interpretation of components differs. Also, our framework provides conflict resolution, robustness and consistency support, clear separation between sensors and actuators, and a general reasoner. Hence, we claim that perception framework provides more advanced support for pervasive service developers. In addition, the context model is different. Perception framework, as middleware of Kim and Choi's, emphasizes context-based atomic service development, rather than interface based, found in most other works. We are not aware of any related work suggesting the same set of functionality as perception framework provides.
Requirements overview
Perception framework aims to provide a generic middleware solution for pervasive application development across various application domains. After analyzing the related work, we specified the following requirements perception framework should fulfil in order to provide sufficient support for developing pervasive services.
Clear separation of concerns
The framework should provide a clear decomposition between the pervasive service phases, such as context acquisition, context modelling, context management and service control to provide structured and easy development support. IJPCC 7, 4 Loosely coupled distributed architecture This allows building pervasive services from a set of reusable software components. We argue that web services-based implementation is an appropriate solution, because system components can be easily deployed, reused and shared.
Flexible communication models
Loosely coupled service-oriented structure enables flexible communication models between system components. Framework components should provide means for both synchronous and asynchronous interaction. Synchronous communication supplies basic interaction between components of the framework, and asynchronous communication supports the dynamic nature of context-aware systems, allowing notification mechanisms, for example.
Support for proactive and reactive awareness
The framework should provide for services means to specify proactive and reactive adaptation to environmental and user's context changes. In addition, the framework should allow users to change manually to the behaviour of the service.
Conflict resolution support
We require a highly distributed loosely coupled architecture. Hence, discovery and composition mechanisms should be able to resolve conflicts, in the case of resource or execution flow dependencies. In addition, when a pervasive service changes the state of the context model, the conflict resolution mechanism guarantees system stability.
Sharable, scalable, and consistent context model
The context model allows sharing of concepts between the components of the framework and different services. Moreover, the context model should be scalable, that is, necessary concepts could be easily added to the model. To achieve this, a hierarchical context model design should be considered, so that the most general concepts form the basis of the model. The service-specific concepts are inherited from these. Another important characteristic is the consistency of the context model, because inconsistency introduces barriers to efficient reasoning.
Storage support
Storage support is needed for different purposes. First, a storage mechanism can facilitate system recovery: in case of failure, the previous states can be recovered from the storage. Second, storage allows users making observations of the system behaviour. This enables users to make corrections when they are unsatisfied with the decisions or behaviour of the system. Third, a storage supports analyzing context history.
Some requirements are more critical than others. For instance, conflict resolution support is necessary if a framework allows pervasive services to use shared components. On the other hand, some provide more a convenient environment to work with, like loosely coupled distributed architecture and storage support. We analyze in the "Discussion" section how perception framework fulfills these requirements.
Perception framework

Perception framework overview
In this section, we introduce the architecture design of perception framework and present the low-level context model which is used by developers when they construct adaptation rules for their pervasive services.
Architecture design
Perception framework is functionally divided into three main layers (Figure 1 ). The lowest, sensing layer, provides mechanisms to retrieve environmental data by using sensors and manual input. The semantic layer offers mechanisms for context modelling and context reasoning. In other words, it is responsible for annotating data with semantics and inferring new knowledge. The highest, control layer, offers maintanance functionality for perception framework, such as resolving possible conflicts. Data flows mostly in a bottom-up fashion: each layer delivers its output as input to the layer above it.
Sensing layer. This layer consists of sensors. We classify sensors into physical and logical sensors. Physical sensors are physical devices, monitoring the environment and measuring parameters, such as temperature and lightness. Logical sensors are software Sensor database provides all information about the sensors utilized in perception framework, such as manufacturer, properties they measure, and measurement frequency.
Context provider is a sensor wrapper that relates raw data to concepts of the context model. In Schmidt's (2002) terminology, it corresponds to the Cue concept. For instance, the accelerometer provides raw acceleration data to activity context provider, which analyzes these data and provides "activity" context information, such as walking, running, etc. In other words, Context providers extract features from sensor data and label them with concepts. Each sensor can have several context providers, for instance orientation context provider can be assigned to the same accelerometer, supplying the orientation of the sensor as elementary context.
Context actuator is a communication channel to a sensor. The task of context actuator is to control the sensor behaviour (e.g. start/stop sensing, increasing volume). Because each actuator performs certain behavioural change, a sensor can have zero, one or several associated actuators.
Low-level context ontology contains the low-level contexts corresponding to features of sensors. Each context provider and context actuator directly provide context to this low-level context storage. Service developer builds its service-specific logic flow and high-level contexts by utilizing these low-level contexts.
Context reasoner is responsible for executing the logic of pervasive services. It retrieves rule files from the pervasive services. Such a file contains logical operations using the low-level context instances, specified in low-level context ontology. Context reasoner fires rules; however, if some instances are unknown, context reasoner asks this information from service handler.
Context observer monitors context values and notifies when the required conditions are met. For instance, context observer can notify service handler when a temperature value becomes equal to ten degrees. Service handler can assign several context observers for a certain context provider.
Context discoverer implements a discovery mechanism for context actuators and context providers. Its task is to locate the context providers and context actuators producing the requested low-level context or behavioural patterns. Each context provider and context actuator must register to the context discoverer. This is done in order to guarantee that context providers and context actuators are consistent with the Low-level context ontology and can be easily used by service developers. In this version of perception framework, the discoverer is centralized.
Control layer. Control layer consists of pervasive service manager (pservicemanager), service handler, conflict resolver, and history manager.
All pervasive services communicate with the pervasive service manager. Other components, except service handler, are invisible to pervasive services. Pervasive service manager registers all pervasive services and all context providers and actuators the services use. For each registered pervasive service, it creates a personal Service handler, which plays the role of the main communication gateway. Service handler is responsible for communication coordination between all framework components used by one service.
Perception framework
Conflict resolver is responsible for managing possible conflicts. We define a conflict as a situation facing a collision of pervasive services' interests. For instance, several pervasive services may attempt to change the behaviour of a common sensor. Conflict resolver decides if the operation can be performed. Each pervasive service registers the contexts and actuators it uses to the requirements database, which is used by conflict resolver to make decisions.
History manager keeps track of all obtained context and enables analyzing system behaviour. History manager allows backtracking and analyzing the context retrieved by the context reasoner. In the case of incorrect behaviour, a developer can study how such a behavioural pattern was obtained and correct the corresponding rule, if needed. Another important issue to have the history manager is the analysis of context history.
Behavioural patterns. We explain behavioural patterns with the numbered operations of Figure 1 in parenthesis. Perception framework is ready to be used when both context providers and context actuators have provided their contextual information to the low-level context ontology and registered to context discoverer (see operation 1 in Figure 1 ). A service developer utilizes the low-level context ontology to construct behaviour of his pervasive service. This behaviour is written in the form of rules, such as "If temperature is greater than ten degrees, then set the alarm on". When the service is deployed, it registers itself to the pservicemanager (2) . Service reports all context providers and actuators it uses, together with their priority information. Then, pservicemanager registers the service and its priority information to conflict resolver and creates a service handler for the service (3). After that, the service handler queries pervasive service for its rules and sends them to the context reasoner (4,5). The context reasoner analyzes the rules and decides which engine (Jess or Win-Prolog) has to be launched. Then, it reads the rule file and makes inferences. That is, the reasoning engine fires the rules with satisfied conditions. If context reasoner meets context the value of which it does not know, it asks the service handler to get it (6) . The service handler queries the context discoverer for the address of the needed context provider, after that, it directly requests the value from this context provider (7, 8) and delivers this value to the context reasoner (9) . The context reasoner can also ask the service handler to assign the context observer for a certain context provider (10, 7, 11, 12) . The context reasoner delivers results to pervasive service via the service handler (13, 14) .
This part of framework functionality is close to Kim and Choi's (2007) work; however, the functional roles of some components are different, for instance pservicemanager and context reasoner. Also, perception framework allows to change the behaviour of context provider, hence, often the value of context. When context reasoner encounters a rule about context actuator in a rule file, it asks the service handler to check if the action of this actuator can be performed (15). The service handler sends a request to the pservicemanager to check for all possible conflicts (16). The pservicemanager checks the requirements database. If conflicts exist, the conflict resolver service is requested to make a decision (17). After the decision has been made, perception framework continues executing as described above, but the context discoverer gives address information about the corresponding context actuator (18, 19) . There are also additional features that perception framework provides. For example, the service handler can subscribe to a certain context and be notified when it can be provided to subscribers (20) . The context discoverer periodically checks if context providers are available (21). Moreover, the history manager saves all reasoning results, hence, this information can IJPCC 7, 4 be retrieved for the service behaviour analysis (22-24). We give more details about components in Section 5.
As can be seen, components of perception framework have clearly defined roles and the behavior of these components is general, in the sense that it does not depend on any individual pervasive service and context changes it may cause. Context changes influence only pervasive service behavior, because the context reasoner executes rules only when rule conditions are satisfied.
Context model
Perception framework operates with context and provides facilities for pervasive service developers to construct high-level context and behavioural patterns by using low-level contexts. For perception framework, we consider low-level context as information, characterizing an entity (Dey, 2001) . A piece of such information can determine a value for an entity's property. This value is measured by physical or logical sensors or obtained by processing the measurements. Perception framework needs an adequate model to label these entity's property values with concepts, that is, to describe context.
There are many potential knowledge representation approaches to context modelling, all with their characteristic strengths and weaknesses. There are different types of context models, such as key-value models, mark-up scheme models, graphical models, logic-based models, etc. We selected the ontology-based context model representation, because it allows building a scalable and structured vocabulary tree with semantic support.
In perception framework, each context provider specifies an elementary context about an entity, the form of the elementary context, and parameters needed to obtain a value for that context in the low-level context ontology. For instance, a sensor box might contain temperature and acceleration sensors and supply their raw data to context providers. Temperature sensor gives data to temperature context provider which announces "temperature" elementary context, and accelerometer supplies data to activity context provider, producing recognized "activity" elementary context, such as walking, running, etc. The ontology is designed as a well-known two-layered architecture. The upper layer describes the general concepts and their relations, when the lower layer presents the concrete domain instances. This ontology architecture allows having clear structure and ability to scale. The ontology is created with Web Ontology Language [2] and is partly shown in Figure 2 .
Currently, the ontology consists of five main concepts: sensor, context, actuator, parameter and value. The sensor concept describes the actual physical or logical sensor, which gives its data to a certain context provider. For instance, the Google Calendar service can be used as a logical sensor in our framework. The logical sensor concept has a set of descriptive properties, e.g. URL. The physical sensor concept is described using an existing sensor ontology (Russomanno et al., 2005) . The sensor concept has mainly informative purposes, specifying which sensor supplies raw data to feed elementary context. The context concept names the conceptual information that a certain context provider produces. Like in the previous example, calendar can be seen as the context instance. Each instance of this class has the following data and object properties: hasName (a unique name, which is used by framework components to identify the context), hasDescription (a context description that is mainly provided for the users of the ontology), hasParameter (parameters are needed to obtain certain context values), Perception framework hasContextValue (the context value returned by the sensor), hasSource (the instance of the sensor which provides this context). The actuator concept describes the behavioural and contextual changes, linked with the sensor of the corresponding context. Parameter class describes the parameters that are needed to obtain data from the sensor (e.g. login and calendar name for calendar). The value concept is used for the context data a certain context provider supplies. Value instances can have different properties depending on application domain. However, each value should have hasExpirationInterval property, which describes how long this value data are valid for. This guarantees that only valid and relevant data are considered by the framework. Some data may be highly dynamic, like weather temperature, while other data are more constant, like names of humans. An event can be considered as an instance of value class for the calendar context example. Low-level context ontology is detailed to support a large variety of behavioural patterns. 5. Perception framework design
General reasoner
The general reasoner is a rule-based system that enables building service logic by constructing rules which rely on available low-level context. Service developers are able to define contextual dependencies and actions according to context changes. perception framework supports both forward chaining and backward chaining inference approaches. Forward chaining starts with available data and extracts more data by applying rules until a goal is reached. In backward chaining, the aim is to determine if data supporting the assumed conclusions can be found. Service developers are required to write service logic rules using the RIF. RIF defines an XML-based specific syntax for describing rules. Hence, it allows transferring rules between different systems utilizing different rule languages. That is, a service developer can use any rule language he/she likes as long as rules can be transferred into the RIF format. We implement the support for two RIF dialects, RIF production rule dialect (RIF-PRD) [3] and RIF basic logic dialect (RIF-BLD) [4] .
We define a compulsory vocabulary service developers must utilize in order to inform the context reasoner about certain dependencies and events. For instance, the context reasoner cannot implicitly know which context providers need to be observed for a certain change. For this reason, the rule file must contain a specific marker OBSERVER(context, condition, value) which indicates the context entity that the observer should be assigned to. For instance, a statement OBSERVER(temperature,EQUAL,10) means that the observer should be assigned to the temperature context and it should inform when the temperature value equals to ten units. Table I lists all items of the compulsory vocabulary.
The logic flow of the context reasoner is shown in Figure 3 . The context reasoner loads the rules from the client service and analyzes them. In the case of any inconsistency or a problem, the corresponding HTTP response is forwarded to the client service. First, the context reasoner checks the type of rules, backward chaining or forward chaining, and translates these rules into a corresponding engine language. Win-Prolog [5] is used for backward chaining and Jess [6] for production rules. Then, all explicitly defined facts and rules are loaded into the engine's working memory, observers are assigned to contexts and the engine starts reasoning execution. When the context reasoner does not know a value of some context, it requests the service handler to provide it. When reasoning is completed, the corresponding RESULT message is delivered to the client service. The reasoning cycle is restarted when new information is received from the context observer, that is, when context changed. Inference proceeds according to service rules, hence it is static in the sense that the logic flow cannot be modified on the fly, it is only determined by rules. However, rules execution depends on context only.
Conflict resolver
The context actuators of perception framework are able to change behaviour of associated sensors or state of the environment (for instance switching lights off). Hence, this can affect a pervasive service using the same sensor. Moreover, multiple services can try to change the behaviour of the same context actuator. We call these situations conflicts. The conflict resolver component was designed to handle them. Two types of conflicts are possible in our perception framework: multiple requests and multiple usage conflict. Multiple request conflict takes place, when several services attempt to access the same context actuator. A multiple usage conflict happens when Perception framework one service accesses a context actuator to change behaviour of a sensor used by one or more other services.
Our strategy for conflict resolutions is as follows: when registering, each pervasive service provides to the pservicemanager the priority information for each context actuator and context provider it uses. Hence, conflict resolution is centralized in perception framework. The multiple requests conflict can be addressed as a mutual exclusion issue, where a request for some specific context actuator can be considered as entering into a critical section. We avoid the multiple requests conflict with a binary semaphore solution. The conflict resolver utilizes a first in, first out queue for requests. At any moment, only one service can query a certain context actuator. Each context actuator has a state variable, a binary semaphore, that has the value "free" when the context actuator can be queried and "handling" when the context actuator performs the decision-making process; hence, it cannot be queried by any other services. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the conflict resolver. When the conflict resolver receives a request for a context actuator, it checks the actuator's state. If the state of the context actuator is "handling" for request, the "handling" message goes to the service handler, thus notifying to retry the request later. Otherwise, when the state is "free", If it is used without condition and value parameters, the observer should notify whenever the context changes The observer is assigned to the temperature context and it informs when the temperature value equals ten units ACTUATOR (actuator,new value) This indicates that a new value must be applied for a given actuator. Usually, it means that the action is addressed by the sensor supporting the corresponding context ACTUATOR (lightActuator,off) -means that lightActuator has to modify the behaviour of the corresponding sensor and switch it off MAIN (for RIF-BLD dialetct)
The main rule must be named as the MAIN. This way, the reasoner knows where to start reasoning from Table I . Compulsory vocabulary for context reasoner IJPCC 7, 4 the conflict resolver changes it to "handling". If the requested action is allowed for this context actuator, the conflict resolver sends an "allow" message to the service handler and waits for a reply. After receiving a reply, the conflict resolver sets the state to "free". If the requested action is not allowed, the conflict resolver sends a "reject" message to the service handler and sets the state to "free". This simple technique is natural for centralized conflict management which we use in our framework. Because both requesting and requested sites have the time to live policies, this technique mostly works fine. However, theoretically, there might be a problem when one service endlessly tries to gain an access to a certain context actuator. This issue can be then solved by setting a limited number of continuous requests, and when this number is reached, the action is considered as "rejected". To resolve multiple usage conflicts, we utilize priority policies. All context actuators and context providers used by a service are assigned with priority information. For a context actuator, a priority means a need for a service to access the context actuator. This priority information is a real value in [0, 1] ; zero means that a service does not need to access the actuator and one means the highest priority, that is, it is very important for the service to access the actuator. For the context provider, the priority means the degree a service depends on a certain context provider. In this case, zero means no Perception framework dependency and one the strongest dependency. Actuator and provider priority values usually (but not always) correlate: when a service needs to access an actuator, in general, the corresponding provider has a high dependency value as well. For each request to access a context actuator, the conflict resolver checks the active (i.e. currently running) services and their context provider dependency values. If one of the active services has a higher dependency value for the corresponding context provider, the request is rejected. This is because there is another service that depends more on the corresponding contextual value. If no other services depend on the corresponding context provider, the request is accepted. If there are services which have their dependency value equal or smaller than the requesting service has, the need for the context actuator is checked. In this case, the conflict resolver calculates the relative priority for the requesting service's Context actuator using equation (1): 
where PR ij is the priority value for the service i and the corresponding actuator j. A ij is the service i's priority for the context actuator j. P ij is the dependency value for the corresponding context provider j of the service i. N is the number of active services of perception framework for which A ij þ P ij . 0. With this priority estimation, the conflict resolver can get an approximate numeric estimation of the consensus between need and dependency for a certain context actuator. If PR ij has the highest value among other active services and for the defined value l and there is no other active service k for which PR kj 2 PR ij # l, then the action is allowed, otherwise rejected. Actually, this relative priority calculation PR can be used to resolve multiple request conflicts. The request queue can be sorted according to their PR values and the context resolver chooses the first one. Currently, perception framework does not support dynamic conflict-resolving; therefore, the priority values are static.
History manager
The history manager component is needed for several reasons. First, it allows making backups and recovery. Perception framework is based on RESTful web services and hence relies on the stateless HTTP protocol. The history manager saves each successful inference cycle. Hence, the last consistent state can be obtained in every situation. Second, the history manager enables behaviour tracing: this component supports developers in observing the behaviour of developed services. In the case of incorrect behaviour, developers can find out why the reasoning engine came up with some decision and correct the service rules, if needed.
Currently, the history manager stores the data in a file. Every time the reasoning cycle ends, the context reasoner provides the history manager a service identification number and rules with utilized context values. The history manager stores these values with a timestamp in the file.
Implementation and validation
Perception framework is based on a service-oriented design and implementation approach. Hence, all its components are web services and communication proceeds over HTTP. We have selected the REST approach (Richardson and Ruby, 2007; Fielding, 2000) for building the framework. In contrast, Kim and Choi's (2007) middleware is implemented with SOAP-based services. We find RESTful design more general, flexible and lightweight. We use JSON [7] as HTTP payload format. All components of the framework have been developed in Java and deployed on Glassfish application server [8] .
To validate the framework, we have built the transport assistant service prototype using perception framework. The following scenario describes this service:
Alice is a product distributer and her working days are full of meetings. She has a Google Calendar account where she marks all her events carefully. She likes to be informed about possible means of transport to the next meeting, according to her weather preferences and meeting location. She started to use the Transport Assistant Service. This service receives information from context providers and based on user-specific rules informs the user about the possible transport means via email.
Perception framework
According to the scenario, there are four logical sensors, which provide events, bus schedule, distance between two locations, and current weather. Hence, we have designed four context providers: Calendar, Bus, Map, and Weather. All of them utilize corresponding third party services to access context values. These context providers supply their low-level context into low-level context ontology. All context providers except weather need parameters to provide context. Moreover, all of them have specific ContextValues. Figure 2 shows a part of the low-level context ontology for this scenario. Contextual dependencies are shown in Figure 5 .
Rules specify user preferences for transport means and constitute the service application logic. By utilizing a specific vocabulary, the developer can define contextual dependencies. Figure 6 shows a simplified RIF representation syntax for the transport assistant service. Corresponding Win-Prolog code is shown in Figure 7 . We emphasize the specific vocabulary (Table I) in Figures 6 and 7 with bold text.
When the Context reasoner receives service rules, it builds an internal representation of contexts, their known facts and dependencies, and assigns the observers and actuators. As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 , an observer is assigned to calendar context. Hence, the observer will inform the reasoner (through the service handler) always when the value of calendar's context provider sensor changes. As a result, when a new value becomes available, the context reasoner executes a reasoning cycle. The transport assistant service can also notify the context reasoner to cancel the calendar observer.
Reasoning starts from the main method. The first execution line of the main method ( Figures 6 and 7) contains Map.Distance, which is unknown to the reasoner. The context reasoner can solve this problem by analyzing the known dependencies and low-level context ontology to retrieve the required parameters and context from the service handler. 7, 4 In this case, map depends on the calendar event locations. Hence, event locations should be obtained first. The context reasoner checks if it knows all needed parameters to query the service handler about the calendar events. When events are retrieved, the context reasoner can continue with the map context. In this way, the context reasoner builds a complete structure of the contexts used in rules. Then, the inference process continues with the Win-Prolog engine, in this case. The reasoning result is placed within the result operand, which can be an ordinary string or a context value request. In the latter case, the context reasoner returns the corresponding context value. Figures 6 and 7 show examples of both cases. The result is returned to the client service. In our case, the context reasoner returns the result to the transport assistant service, which formats it for easy reading and delivers the message to Alice via e-mail. 
In order to validate whether perception framework simplifies the development of pervasive web services, we implemented a RESTful web sevice, doing the same task as described in the scenario, but without using perception framework. This pervasive web service realizes the whole application logic and communication functionality. We compared both services with respect to the overall number of source lines of code (SLOC) and network communication overhead, measured as the total number of exchanged network packets, their sizes and time delays.
The manually created web service utilizes the same web services to retrieve information about user calendar events, weather, distance between events and bus schedule to make the decision based on user preferences. As can be seen from Figure 8 , the number of SLOC of the manually created web service is approximately three times larger than the code of the service created with perception framework.
We also measured the number of network packets sent between the initial web service and different components of perception framework during the whole lifecycle of the service, that is from service registration, till reply confirmation receiving. For the manually created web service, we measured the number of network packets it exchanges with other participating services. This way we evaluated the communication overhead caused by deploying web service into perception framework in comparison to the manually created web service. Measurements were conducted with Wireshark [9] analyzer on Windows XP SP3 PCs with Intel(R) Core(TM) 2CPU 6600 2.40 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. Figure 9 (a) shows the total number of exchanged packets for different parts of the service lifecycle. Generally, our web services lifecycle consists of registration and decision-making phases. For the manually created web service, the registration phase includes user registration which results in two packets. For the web service created with percpetion framework, the registration phase includes user registration and registration within perception framework, including assignment of the service handler, registration to conflict manager, and rules retrieving. All these sum up to 12 packets. The decision-making process for the manually created web service includes querying the services for the information and computing the result to send to the user. The decision process of the perception framework-based service includes many steps, as can be seen from decision-making phases bar ( Figure 9 ). These steps are: context retrieving (including the discovery and obtaining of context), history management, observer assignment (including discovery and assigning of observers for certain contexts), and reply handing (including sending the result and retreiving decision confirmations). Figure 9 (b) shows the corresponding size of exchanged packets in bytes.
Although Figure 9 (a) shows that the web service created with perception framework requires more packets to be sent, most of them are sent between the components of perception framework only. That is, the communication between the web service and perception framework results in six packets, while for the manually created web service it equals 14. Figure 9 (c) shows the corresponding communication delays. The registration phase of the manually created web service and the history management phase of the web service created with perception framework take just 3 milliseconds, therefore, they are not visible on the chart. As can be seen from Figure 9 (c), the web service created with perception framework generally requires longer delay to perform its actions, mostly due to context retrieving which includes the discovery and obtaining of the context.
Our validation demonstrates that perception framework simplifies the development of pervasive services. as soon as context providers and context actuators are designed and registered in the low-level context ontology and context discoverer, service developers need only worry about careful usage of specific vocabulary when designing rules. once built, context providers and context actuators can be shared between many pervasive services. Perception framework suffers from longer communication delays; this is the cost for reducing the complexity of pervasive services design, reducing the size of code, the ability to reuse existing contexts within several services and conflict resolution support. Perception framework
Discussion
Middleware solutions supporting the development and execution of pervasive systems is an active research topic. The current trend is to move from traditional distributed system development towards a service-oriented approach, which provides additional scalability and flexibility for the system designers. In this article, we presented perception framework, which is a RESTful web service-based middleware for context-aware pervasive services. We presented requirements for such middleware, its detailed design and implementation, and validated the framework using the transport assistant service prototype. Perception framework provides a stable and convenient infrastructure for development, execution, and maintanance of pervasive services. Perception framework satisfies all the requirements outlined in Section 3 as follows:
Clear separation of concerns Each component of perception framework performs its own task to achieve the overall goal of the middleware. Perception framework provides support for all layers of the pervasive system (sensing layer, semantic layer, and control layer). Thus, the separation of concerns is achieved.
Loosely-coupled distributed architecture
Perception framework is built with a RESTful web service architecture. A resource-oriented solution allows the framework to be more flexible. The system relies on stateless HTTP, hence, no components track their state. However, the history manager component keeps track of successful reasoning cycles performed for possible further analyses.
Flexible communication models
Perception framework mainly utilizes a synchronous communication model. Asynchronous communication is supported for interaction between context observer and service handler, and service handler and context discoverer interactions.
Support for proactive and reactive awareness Proactive and reactive awareness are supported with the context reasoner, which is responsible for firing the pervasive services' application logic rules.
Conflict resolution support
Perception framework has a specific component, Conflict resolver, which handles two possible types of conflicts. Multiple requests conflict is handled with a binary semaphore solution, and multiple usage conflict is resolved by utilizing priority policies.
Sharable, scalable and consistent context model Perception framework provides the low-level context model, which is shared between all system components and pervasive services. The context model is presented with the hierarchical ontology.
Storage support
The perception framework provides storage support to register the successful reasoning in order to track the system's behaviour. In the case of inadequate system IJPCC 7, 4 behaviour, logical errors can be located easily. In addition, sensor data can be saved, if needed, for later usage. Compared with other works, the general reasoner and conflict resolver of our perception framework enable a flexible and intelligent way for developers to design pervasive services. The general reasoner can handle various logic approaches; thus, developers can select their preferred language to construct their rules with low-level contextual information. The conflict resolver guarantees consistency, as this mechanism tackles the challenge of large-scale deployment of pervasive services.
RESTful web service technology offers perception framework a lightweight, scalable and flexible solution for large-scale context-aware systems. These are important features in order to include resource-constrained mobile devices, which have low processor speed, limited memory and battery life, and unreliable communication. RESTful style offers a good solution over SOAP-based web services, with smaller communication overhead and faster response time. For the same reason, JSON is utilized in our implementation to minimize the communication overhead in the system.
We do not address security issues in our perception framework. In the future, we can utilize secure web service techniques, like OAuth [10] . Such techniques enable exposing protected resources in web services to unreliable clients.
In the future, we will provide the support for dynamic service composition. Moreover, we will develop a more sophisticated conflict resolver. That is, we need to address the dynamics, for example, a run-time increment or decrement of a service's priority for a context actuator with every reject or accept message. This can help services to avoid starvation of resources. Owing to incompleteness and ambiguity of context, we are planning to add more support for the reasoner, such as probabilistic reasoning modules. Also, better support is needed for the sensing layer. Finally, we will implement and validate perception framework with more pervasive scenarios.
